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In this paper we study a class of nonlinear parabolic equations in which certain 
functionals of the solution are involved. A priori estimates for the solutions are 
derived by the use of integral estimates and the existence and uniqueness of the 
solutions are demonstrated via a retarding argument. ,C‘ 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~DLJCTI~N 
In this paper we consider nonlinear parabolic equations of the form 
u,= A 
( is 
’ K(uz,(x, s)) ds 
0 > > 
u, + qx, f, 4 u,, p4-T .), euc., t)), 
r 
O<x<l,O<tbT, (1.1) 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), O<x<l, 
u(0, t) = u( 1, t) = 0, O<t,cT, 
where 
Pu(x, .) = j’ P( x, 6 s, 4.~ $1, u,(x, s), u.Jx, $1, ur(x, s)) ds, 
0 
(1.2) 
Qu(. 9 f) = j; a x, 4 Y, U(Y, t), MAY, 2)) dv 
and A, K, u,,. Y, and Q are known functions of the indicated variables. 
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Equations with this structure can be considered as a generalization of the 
models in [l, 5, 13, 14, 17, 181. When B=O, K(s) = s, A(s) = (1 +s), then 
(1.1) is a linearized version of nonlinear parabolic equations in the theory 
of magnetic fields [7] 
for small T > 0. The problem (1.1) has also been studied in 
in [S, 7) for some special cases of A and K The interested 
a discussion for the related equation of hyperbolic type in 
In [3] it has been demonstrated that when 
(1.3) 
[ 131 as well as 
reader can find 
[15, 161. 
A- 1, B= J m(t-s)(l +u(x,s))“ds, CT> 1, (14) 0 
then the solution of (1.1) will blow-up on a compact set, and the solution 
satisfies the estimates 
c(T- f)-2/k-l) 6 max u(x, t) < C(T- t)-2/(om ‘) 
O<T<I (1.5) 
for appropriate constants c, C, T> 0. If A # 1, it is surprising then, as we 
shall see later, that under certain assumptions on A and K, the problem 
(1.1) is actually well-posed for any T > 0 even for (T = 2 in (1.4). This 
implies that the blow-up properties of the solution depend heavily upon the 
structure of the equation, and not only upon its nonlinearity. 
In this paper we take a different approach from that of 
[l, 5, 7, 8, 17, 181. More importantly, we take particular advantage of the 
space dimension n = 1 and the special structure of A and B. 
In Section 2 we define our notations, give assumptions on the data, and 
establish a useful lemma. A priori estimates in C2+‘(QT) for the solution 
u will be derived in Section 3. In Section 4 we consider the questions of 
existence and uniqueness of the solution in the case when B = B(x, t). 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution more generally is demonstrated in 
Section 5 by a compactness argument. 
2. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
For 0 < c( < 1, we use the standard notations for the smooth Holder 
classes C2 + ’ and C ‘. Indeed, for t E (0, T], we set 
Ilull:= ll4,,,+ cu1:, 
Ilull :+*= Ilull:+ II~.AI;, 
Ilull f’“= llUllf+z + II%A: + I/4/:, 
409:168/I-3 
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IIUIT = 
(I ,.,, f,r.Syr)o< .,., ,<, 
~u(x, .s) - u(x’, s’)I 
Ix-.x’/7+ /.s-.s’I~2’ 
Also l(j’and /I.I12+z denote the norms on C2+‘([0, 1 J) and C’([O, 11). 
Assumption H 1. u,, E C’( [0, 1 I); and B, P, Q are C* functions in their 
variables; and the data satisfies the compatibility conditions 
u,(O) = 4 11, 
A(O) uo,.x(d + B x, 0, uo(i), u,,(i), 0, jb’ Q(i, 0, y, U,(Y), U,,(Y)) dy =O, 
i=o, 1. 
Assumption H2. There exist real constants a,, K,, M > 0, and K, E R 
such that 
(al) A(s), A’(s)>a,>O, -M<A”(s)<O, K(s)>K,s+K,, 
(a2) lK’(s)l, A’(s) 6 M, for s > 0, 
(bl) IP(x, t, K r, P, Q)I + IP,(x, t, u, r, P, Q)I 
6 M{l + 1~1 +Iyl + IPI + IQI 1, 
lb21 I+, t, u, r, P, q) - B(x, t, u, r, P’, 411 f M{ IP - P’I 1, 
WI lQ~~,~,y,~,~~l+lQ,~~,~,~,~,~~l~~{~+l~l+l~l} 
W) I%,r,~,p BI + lv,rQl6M 
(b5) JP(x, t, u, u, w,z)-P(x, t, u, u, w’,z’)l &%f{lw-w’l + lz-z’l}, 
(b7) IP(x. t, u, c, w,z)l <M(l + lul*+ IY(~+ IwI + IzI}, 
where Vu, r, p, Q and Vu, r designate gradients with respect to the indicated 
variables. 
Remark. Assumption H2 (b7) implies that P may have a growth rate 
higher than linear in u and u,, which is the case of D = 2 in (1.4). Note also 
that when A(s) = (1 + s)’ (0 < 0 d 1 ), K(s) = S, Assumptions H2 (al t(a2) 
are satisfied. These restrictions are modest compared with those [S, 7, 131. 
We turn now to an auxiliary lemma which is important in the derivation 
of the a priori estimates presented in the next section. Consider a function 
F of the form 
G(x, t, s, ff(x, ~1) ds (2.1) 
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where F, G are in C’ and for some O<a< 1, 
IF(x, t,p)-F(x’, t’,p’)l <MIX-x’l”+ lt-t’l”‘2+ lp-p’l} (22) 
LEMMA 2.1. For any function H(x, t) E C”, we have 
IlFll;<C+Cj; s (2.3) 
for some positive constant C which depends only upon M and IlF(x, t, O)(13c. 
Proof. We see from assumption (2.2) that there exists a C > 0 such that 
IFI 6 C+ C j’ IG(x, t, s, H(x, s))l ds 
0 
<C+C s ’ IH(x,s)l ds 0 
6C+C s ’ ((H((:ds 0 
and for t > t’ and x, x’ E (0, 1) 
lF(x, t)-F(x’, t’)l <A4 
1 
(x-xx’\“+ (r- t’(x’2 
+ [’ IG(x, t, s, H(x, s)) - G(x’, t’ , 3, Wx’, s))l ds 
JO 
<c lx-xya+ 
i 
It-t’p2 
(2.4) 
+ j; JH(x, s) - N(x', s)l ds + j,; lJ%x', s)l ds}. (2.5) 
Thus, 
1% t) - Qx’, t’)l 
Ix-x’IX+ It-t’l@ 
<c+c j; IIHll,“ds+ j,: lxvx!;m-+7!t,,,,2 f$j-$ 
<c-i-c j; IIHlj:ds+C j; f$$. (2.6) 
Since 1 < Ta’2(t-s)~z/2, (2.3) follows from combining (2.4)--(2.6). 
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3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section we derive the a priori estimates which will be used in the 
later next sections. 
LEMMA 3.1. Under Assumptions H 1 and H2, if the solution u of (1.1) is 
in C4”(&), then th ere exists a constant C, = C,( T, a,, K,, K, , M, u,,) such 
that 
Ilull ‘,“* G C,(T, a,, Ko, K,, M, uo), (3.1) 
whereQ,={(x,t)IO<x<l,O<t<T} 
Proof. Multiplying (1.1) by u and integrating over Q, for t E (0, T], we 
see from Cauchy’s inequality, the definition (1.2) and the growth conditions 
(bl), (b3), (b7) for B, P, and Q, respectively, that 
1 ’ 
20 I 
I f 
u2 dx + a, IS u’, dx ds 0 0 
1 ’ 
6- I 
I I 
2 0 
u; dx + il uB dx ds 0 0 
C+C j; j; u2dxds+Cj’ j’ B’dxds 
0 0 
I, 
<CSC 
SI 
u2dxds+3 
I I 
2 IS 
u’, dx ds 
0 0 0 0 
+C j; j; j; (P(x,.)(x, l)12dldxds 
+C j;j; j; lQu(.,~)(x,~)I’dxdsdy 
I 
<c+c s.l 
, 
u2dxds+% 
I , 
u’, dx ds 
0 0 2 1s 0 0 
+c j’ j’j’ il~~~~~~14+l~,~~,~~14+ I ,,~~,~~12+l~,~x,~~12} 000 
x dl dx ds. (3.2) 
For the derivatives with respect o time, we begin by differentiating (1.1) 
with respect to t to obtain 
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+BQ tQr(x, t Y> U(Y, t)> do> t)) + QAx t)t + Qru.&, t) 41 . 
(3.3) 
Multiplying (3.3) by U, and integrating on Q,, we find by Assumption H2 
that 
1 ’ 
20 
j u:dx+ j; j; (A (j~.u:,.)u.~)~..,dx. 
1 f 
<C+C SI {u; + u4 + u”, + u;\-} dx ds + t 
1 I 
ss 
z.& d-x ds. (3.4) 0 0 0 0 
If we now let z(x, t) = St, K(ut) ds, then we have from (al)-(a2) that 
’ ss ’ (A(z) u,)~ uXt dx ds 0 0 
’ ’ = 
IS 
{A(z) uf-[ + A’(z) K(u;) u,uXr} dx ds 
0 0 
1 , 
= SI 0 0 A(z)u;,dxds+ j; j; A’(z)(f j; K(F)d<), dxds 
1 f 
>a0 s.i 0 0 
u:,dxds+; j; A’(z) j; K(t)d< I;dx 
- j1 jr A”(z) K(u;) s”’ K(t) dt dx ds 
0 0 0 
I I 
B a0 ss 0 0 
1 I 
- ss 0 0 
1 I 
2 a0 IS 
I f 
u;,dxds-C aoK ’ u;dxds+- 
0 0 ss 0 0 4 s 0 
u; dx- C. (3.5) 
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Thus, we see from combining the above estimates together and applying 
Gronwall’s lemma that 
j,: (u”+u:+u:)dx+j; j,: ( ut, + u’,) dx ds d C+ C j,; .i,; (u’,, + u4) dx ds. 
(3.6) 
Next we write Eq. (1.1) as 
u, = A(z) U,YX +uJ’(z) j; K’( .( u2 x, s)) u.,(x, s) u,,(x, s) ds + B. (3.7) 
Squaring both sides of (3.7) and integrating over Q,, it is easy to see by 
using Assumption H2 that 
I I 
2 
a0 IS I& dx ds 0 0 
< j’ j’ (1.4; + B2) dx ds + C j’ j’ j’ Iu,Jx, s) u,(x, 1) u,,(x, l)I dl dx ds 
0 0 000 
2 I 
<a” 
ss 
f 
4 o o uz,,dxds+C j; j; (uf+u4,+u4)dxds+C 
+ C j1 j’ j’ u;,(x, 1) dl dx ds 
000 
1 r s 
<+c i‘sI 
u;(x, s) u’,(x, 1) dl dx ds. 
000 
(3.8) 
Since u = 0 at the boundary x = 0, 1, we now also have I f i‘s I I u4 dx ds < ss u;dxds+C. (3.9) 0 0 0 0 
If we substitute (3.9) into (3.6) and (3.8), and then add the resultant 
inequalities together and apply Gronwalls’s lemma with Cauchy’s 
inequality, we obtain 
s o1 (u’+u;+u;)dx+ j’ j’ (u;,+u;,)dxds<C. 
(3.10) 
0 0 
Moreover, multiplication of (3.7) by u,, again and integration on (0, 1) 
imply, using (3.10), that 
s 
I 
& dx < C. (3.11) 
0 
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Hence, we see from (3.10)(3.11) that there exist CI = a(7’, a,, M, K,, K,, uO), 
O<a<l and C,=C,(T,a,,M,K,,K,,u,)such that (3.1) holds. 
LEMMA 3.2. Under Assumptions Hl and HZ, if UE C”“(&), then we 
have 
II4 :+%CZ, (3.12) 
where Cz = C,( T, a,, M, K,, K,, uo). 
Proof: By Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 we see that 
(3.13) 
and 
K’(u:) u,(x, $1 ~,,(x, s) ds (3.14) 
Thus, it follows from the regularity of parabolic equations [6, p. 86; 12, 
p. 3201 and (3.13)-(3.14) that 
Since 0 <a < 1, we can iterate (3.15) finitely many times to obtain 
II4 :+%C+C I : IIuJlf+‘ds, 
so that Gronwall’s lemma implies that (3.12) holds. 
4. THE CASE OF B = B(x, t) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
In this section we prove the existence of the solution of the nonlinear 
parabolic equation (1.1) for the case of B= B(x, t) using the Galerkin 
method, which will be used in demonstration of the existence and unique- 
ness for more general equation (1.1) in Section 5. 
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Let us consider the problem 
4x2 0) = u,(x), O<x<l, (4.1) 
u(0, t)=u(l, t)=O, O<t6T, 
where A, K, u,,, and B satisfy Assumptions Hl and H2 stated in Section 2. 
Let {u”(x)} be the eigen-solutions of the classic Sturm-Liouville 
eigenvalue problem 
u:,(x) + GkUk(X) = 0, O<x<l, (4.2) 
Ilk(O) = uk( 1) = 0, k = 1) 2, . ..) 
It is well known that USE Cm[O, l] and (uk)p=, forms a basis in L*(O, 1) 
with the associated eigenvalues ck >O, ok -+ cc. We approximate the 
solution of (4.1) by 
fP(X, t) = 2 %. Iv(t) Uk(X)Y N = 1, 2, . ..) (4.3) 
k=l 
and observe that 
(4, uk)+ A 
( (1 
’ I@;)*) ds u;, u”, = (B, ok), 
0 ) 1 
(UN(., 01, ok) = (uo, Uk), k = 1, 2, . . . . N, (4.4) 
where (., .) denotes the inner product in L*(O, 1). Since A(s) L a, > 0, there 
exists a solution rP of the form of (4.3) satisfying (4.4) for any N>, 1. We 
now derive some estimates for zP. 
Differentiating (4.4) with respect o t, multiplying by a;, N and summing 
on k = 1, 2, . . . . N, we obtain that 
tu;, u;“, + (A(ZN) uC:+A'V) Kc@;)*) q, u:,= (B,, u3, (4.5) 
where 
ZN = j; K((uf)‘) ds. 
Thus, integrating (4.5) from 0 to t E (0, t] and using a similar argument o 
that in Section 3 yields 
j; (~~~~~+,u~)dx+j~ j; lu:,12dxdsC (4.6) 
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where C is a positive constant independent of N. Also, (4.4) can be 
rewritten by integration by parts as 
(4, uk) = (A(ZN) uzx + u;(t) A’(ZN) j; K’((u:)~) 2245s) u:&) ds+ B, uk). 
(4.7) 
If we multiply (4.7) by gkak, N(t) and sum on k = 1, 2, . . . . IV, we see from 
(4.2) that 
tu:, CJ = MZ”) c + u:(t) A’(Z”) j’ WU:)~) 244 u:’ ds + B, u,“,,, 
0 
(4.8) 
so that it follows from (4.6) that 
+ C(lb~l12+ IIBl12)+ C j’ (I@) ufb, ~,“,b, & I~:xl, 
0 
G: llu:yl12+ C j’ ll~:yll’d~+ C jr Ilu:Wl12 ll~~(4ll’d~ 
0 0 
dC+: IIu~~I/~+C j’ Ilu;Xl12ds+C j; j; lu;14dx 
0 
+C j’ jr j’ lu;14dsdxdz 
000 
GC+; Ib:xl12+C j’ llu~rl12ds. (4.9) 
0 
Thus, Gronwall’s lemma implies that 
Ib:~ll’< c. (4.10) 
Noting that the constant C in (4.6) and (4.10) is independent of N, we see 
that there exists 0 < c1< 1 such that 
P, ~4: E C “( Q T) uniformly for N 3 1 (4.11) 
and there exists a,(t) and a subsequence {u”} (also denoted by itself) such 
that 
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2.P -+ u = i: ak( t) PA(X), in Cx(QT.) 
k-, 
+u li* in Cl(&), 
N 24, -+ u,, l.4,yy + Id,,, u,:: -+ u,,, weakly in L2(Q7). 
(4.12) 
Letting N+ cc in (4.4) we see that 
(u,.c*)+(A(j~K(u:)dsju,,il:j=(B,oX~, k=l,2,.... (4.13) 
Since we know that u.,,, u,~EL*(Q~), it follows from (4.13) that 
(u,-(A& K(.:)dsju,jr-B, uj=O, (4.14) 
where u = C,“= i a,uk(x), ak E R. By the completeness of {u”} we see that 
4 = au,, + j; 15(x, t, s) u,,(x, s) ds + B, (4.15) 
where 
a=A([i K(u:)ds)EC’(o,) 
b=u,(x,i)A’(j~K(u:)dsjK’(u:(l,s))u,ix,s)EC~(~~,. 
In [4] it has been established that the problem 
’ w, = aw,, + 
s 
h~,~, ds + B, in QT, 
0 
44 0) = u,(x), O<x<l, (4.16) 
w(0, t)=w(l, t)=O, O<t<T, 
has a unique solution w E C*‘I(&). Our solution u is therefore in 
c*+y&,. 
Above analysis can be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. Under Assumptions Hl and H2, there exists a solution u 
for problem (4.1) which is in C2 + “( 0,) for some 0 < c1< 1. 
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5. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
In this final section we turn our attention to the general problem (1.1). 
First we show: 
THEOREM 5.1. Under Assumptions Hl and H2, there exists at least one 
solution u for problem (1.1) which is in C2 + “( 0,) for some 0 < tl < 1. 
Proof For small E >O we approximate our solution by a retarding 
argument 
UT= A 
( 0 
’ K((u”,)‘)ds 
0 
e-% 0) = uo(x), 
zqo, t) = u”( 1, t) = 0, 
O<x<l,O<t<T, 
O<x<l, (5.1) 
O<t<T, 
where U&(X, t) = u,(x), --E < t < 0 and 
B” = B(x, t -E, u&(x, t-e), u;(x, t-c), P%(x, .), Qu( ., t -E)), (5.2) 
fb p(x, t -E, s, u(x, s), u,(x, s), 4x, s), u,(x, s)) ds, t>& 
O<tg&. (5.3) 
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that {u”} is well defined for small E > 0 and are 
smooth [6, 81. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 now imply that there exists a constant 
C, independent of E, such that 
II++~ 6 c, for some O<cc< 1. (5.4) 
Hence, there exists a u E C2+p(QT) (0 </I < a) and a subsequence of {u”} 
(also denoted by itself) such that 
UE + u, in C2+B(&) as E + 0. (5.5) 
In addition, we see from the uniform convergence of u’, u;, z&, and u; and 
uniform bound on z.P in (5.4) that the limit function u E C2 + “( 0,) [6]. 
Theorem 5.1 now follows by letting E -+ 0 in (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. Under Assumptions Hl and H2, if A E C3 and KE C2, 
then the solution of problem (1.1) is unique. 
ProofI If we have two solutions u and u, then Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply 
that there exists a C* > 0 such that 
II4 ‘,“” + Ilull T z+z< c*. (5.6) 
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We let z = u - c, and deduce that 
+ j’ (C,z + c2z, + cjz,, + C,z,) ds, 
0 
(5.7) 
where Ai, Bi (i= 1, 2) and C, (j= 1,2, 3,4) are functions of x, t, U, u and 
their functionals. By assumptions we see that all A,, B,, and Ci are 
bounded. 
Now we multiply (5.7) by z,~, and integrate over QT. It follows from 
integration by parts and Cauchy’s inequality that 
I , 
Is 
1 
z;-; dx ds + s z;dx<C ’ ’ (z2+z;)dxds 0 0 0 ss 0 0 
+Cjlj'jT( z2+zz,+z2,,+z~)dsdxdz. (5.8) 
000 
Similarly, multiplying (5.7) by z, and integrating over Q, yields 
“1 f 
J I zfdxds+ z;dxdC 1 ’ (z2+z:)dxds 0 0 li 0 0 
( z2 + z’, + zf-, + zf) ds dx dz. (5.9) 
We add (5.8) and (5.9) together and apply Gronwall’s lemma to obtain 
j’ j’ (zf+zf.Jdxds+ j; zz,dx=O. 
0 0 
(5.10) 
Thus, we see that z = 0. Hence, by continuity of u and v, u E v on QT. 
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